
Product details:
Model name:  F601HB multifunctional flat iron
Specialty:  Innovative S styler
MOQ:  1-100,000pcs
Product size:  Length 300 * width 30mm
Silcone stand:  Black safety stand, customized
Logo:  Silkprinted on product, on technical label
Wire label:  Customized
Technical label:  Customized
Package:  PVC sleeve box with foil inner stand
Main markets:  Western Europe, North America, Asia, Middle East
Factory size:  8500 square meter
Third party audit report:  ISO9001

Catalogue of F601HB:
F601HB is a multifunctional flat iron, it cannot only straight your hair, but also makes curls. It is the winner of
"SalonStar" in the competition in Germany in 2013.

F601HB in other shell colors:
F601HB with pink color shell and black ceramic plate. Nice gifts for your girlfriend. 



PVC sleeve giftbox of F601HB:
PVC sleeve box, silver foil inner stand, private label printed

Marketing selling points of F601HB:
Multifunctional S plate styler for easy styling and easy straightening
* Patent flat iron, S plate design with curved styling plate edges for more styling options
* Nano silver infused plate, generates negative ions which makes hair more healthier
* Ceramic plates with tourmaline, super smooth, less damage for hair
* High quality PTC heater to reach a high temperature
* 9 feet pvc rotating wire, tangle free
* 60 mins auto shut off, safe to use



Packaging & delivery:

Packaging details

* Giftbox packaging
* Size of GB:10.5*30*5.4cm
* 20pcs/ctn
* Size of carton: 56.8*38.5*34cm
* G.W.:8.0KG
* N.W.:15.0KG
* 1*20GP=11000pcs
* 1*40GP=21800pcs

Delivery detail:  30 days after deposit

 

How to use:
Start with a heat protector on damp hair. Then, hair must be dried completely.
Then part your hair in half to even the workload and separate a small section of hair so the styling magic can
begin.
Before you clamp that sucker down, you must be reminded of the golden rule of curling with a flat iron: YOU
HAVE TO KEEP MOVING!  If you stop, the heat will create unsightly kinks and or/damage.
Just don’t over-think it. Once you make flat-iron-to-hair contact, you begin moving the iron down that section of
hair, keeping the flat iron horizontal or slightly angled, slowly rotating it so that your wrist is now facing forward.
I’ve had a few gal pals express that they figured out how to achieve flat iron curls on their left side, but not the
right. If you are twisting the curls back towards you, I completely agree!  The right side just isn’t as natural for
some reason.  My little trick for long hair is to flick the section of hair over the flat iron once you’ve started
moving downwards.  This will make the twisting motion much easier.
For extra grip, or perhaps just an old curling iron habit, I sometimes hold onto the top of the flat iron
to achieve that full twirl/rotation of the flat iron.
Once I'm done curling, I spray all over and scrunch upwards, then smooth out and finger comb the
frizzes. It can be used for both straightening and styling. All should be done on clean and dry hair.



You may also interested in:
We are the Babyliss pro straightening iron China manufacturer. We also provide F601HB with mirror titanium
plate as below:
1, Best selling S mirror titanium plate styling iron F601HB
2, Super S plate salon use titanium hair iron F601HB

http://www.hairstraightenersupplier.com/products/High-temperature-hair-straightener-EHS-7422.html#.WCPnP_SussA
http://www.hairstraightenersupplier.com/products/Best-selling-S-plate-mirror-titanium-styling-iron-F601HB.html#.WCPm9PSussA
http://www.hairstraightenersupplier.com/products/Super-S-plate-salon-use-titanium-hair-iron-F601HB.html#.WCPnGvSussA



